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In 1942, shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor, America and its allies needed victories in battles and heroes through which
citizens and troops could rally to. The ‘Allied Fighters’ were banded together just for this purpose. Led by Captain Invader,
these legends of WWII fought against the powerful forces of the Axis Forces and won victory after victory. On V-J Day in 1945,
the Allied Fighters disbanded and went their separate ways. It’s now the 21st Century and an old threat has become new. The Allied
Fighters are needed once again, with the ‘new’ Major Invader leading old and new heroes in the fight to save Earth from an evil
that was thought to be extinguished at the end of WWII.

Interlude: Hello and Welcome Part II
ATHEYTA. Recently, she has returned to Primal Earth for the first time in several decades, on a
mission for her 'husband', Emperor Cole. Within the first few moments of her arrival on Talos
Island, she encountered the Tsoo and Warriors gangs. She wrongly believes the Warriors to be from
ancient Greek Hoplite troops, for which she believes she is their patrol goddess.
She feels obligated by her perceived connection to these “Warriors” enough to perform a ceremonial
hero's funeral pyre for one of the Warriors she was ‘forced’ to behead resulting from her conviction
that the Warrior was mentally or magically controlled by the Tsoo. She is out looking for other
‘Warriors’ to aid her in honoring the fallen Warrior. This shall be a mistake.
Hold, Tsoo! Desist
in your melee with
my fellow Warriors
or face the goddess
Atheyta!

Wretched cow! NO ONE
tells the Tsoo what to do!

Kill her.

I think not.
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Hey, thanks, whoever you are! Th’ boss musta
sent ya, right? Anyway, this’ll show ‘em not to
mess with th’ Warriors!
Beware, Warrior…

FOUL TSOO WARRIOR!!
I demand your death to be a SLOW one!!!
Wait…I can’t
see…I’m blinded!
I surr…

I got ‘em...

DIE by my
exploding
shuri…

Oh, man…I
think I’m
dying…
…and another good Warrior falls.
Die a warrior’s death,
Hoplite. Know that whoever
trained you carries the
blame as much as you for

Atheyta, for all of her six-foot,
eight-inch frame begins to
ponder this world’s current
condition.

your lack of skills.
Is it no wonder her husband,
Emperor Marcus Cole, needs to
take command of this world? It
is full of nothing but savages,
killing without skill, without
honor…without fealty.

surr…sur…en…
s’rend….sur…
Ohh..?
Thanks…

The Primals know nothing of
the discipline necessary in the
service of the Emperor. Any
one of her Olympian Guard she
commanded could teach this
rabble respect and far
superior combat skills than
what she’s witnessed thus far.

Whatsa matter, ‘warrior’? don’t want to play-AY?
must walk faster...
must get outta here!

N-no…more…shocks
…y-you…fr-freak!!

However, the powers
she witnessed earlier
– Hurricane vortexes,
teleportation, magical
mind control - ll this
from
just
ONE
Primal*.

…is there more like that
here on this world? Could
there be more than one?

She must know…

Is
there
a
worthy
challenger here? Is there
one amongst these Primals
that might even offer her a
challenge?

Are

there others with
powers that would truly put
her abilities to the test?
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Such questions wrangle through
her already muddled brain. But
for now, she must set aside such
thoughts…she must yet again aid a
captive Warrior.
* Tsoo Sorcerer, last issue…mostly.
–Major Deej

BrrrZZZt
BrrrzZZt

Why do you
hold this
Warrior at
bay? Are you
Tsoo?

Name’s not “T500”, but I got a BIG shockER for you!!!

Yes! Kill the
Cape! We’ll be
famous!

Unwise,
‘freak’.

She’s a Cape!

Kill her!

WhaT…?
KILLL HER!
KILL THE
CAPE!!

OWWW!!

A hero? H-here? I can’t go back
to the Zig! I j-just got out! I’ll
help k-kill her! R-really!
Y-you p-promise t-to l-let
me g-go if I kill h-her?

YES!
So long as
your dead.

NO!!

If you hit
HIS transformer…

Stay back,
Warrior!
Don’t..!

Worry not, Hoplite!
I will dispatch this
electrical ‘freak’…

…with but a thrust of my
sword through his throat!

The resounding electrical discharge
from the Freakshow’s breached neck
transformer, courtesy of Atheyta’s
sword, created a surge and electrical
explosion that fried every electrical
component within a city block,
blacking out half of Talos for a bit.

ATHEYTA.

Once again. She
has lost another
Warrior she
initially went
to save.
At this point,
Atheyta
ponders: am I
truly
helping
my
fellow
Warriors,
or
am I actually
making things
worse for them?

Backup and automatic electrical bus
stations shift and reroute power
back to the blacked-out portion of
Talos Island.
When the power comes back on, only
one person is still left standing at
the site of the battle…
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And thus it continued. Each
band of Warriors she came
across was met with
violence.
Even when she humbly
introduced herself with a
formal Praetorian (and
Hoplite) greeting, she was
derided.

One 'Warrior' leader even
made an improper
comment to Atheyta of
certain 'vile' enactments
she should entertain the
troops with using her
sword.

Believing no true
Hoplite Warrior would
speak in such a way to
their patron goddess,
she instead engaged the
'obviously' ensorcelled
Warrior.
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Although Atheyta has been
sent to Primal Earth to
infiltrate one or more
‘super groups’ and be able
to pull intelligence and
information from their
own data banks to use
against then, Atheyta’s
‘belief’ that these
Warriors being mindcontrolled by the Tsoo are
more important.

With each encounter, Atheyta’s
anger rises. The Tsoo are
responsible for controlling
these Hoplites. These
‘Warriors’, though poorly
trained and undisciplined,
are still, to her, an innate
responsibility she feels she
must uphold. She must aid them
in breaking the Tsoo’s control
or inflict on them a proper
Warrior’s death.
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After an hour of Atheyta's path of
carnage, word of the 'super-hot-nutcasesword-chick' killing Warriors finally
got out to all the remaining Warriors
across Talos Island.
They followed the trail of bodies left in
her wake, and confronted her, intent on
teaching her the 'error of her ways' on
‘their’ turf.

It started with over two dozen
Warriors, each one Hell-bent on
killing her.
Throughout the battle, Atheyta
marveled at the power of the
Tsoo's ensorcellment.
Although
saddened by the prospect...
…she knows what must
be done.
In melee after melee,
Atheyta fights like a
warrior goddess born.
The
Warriors
don’t
know what hit them. Her
fluidic
moves,
her
perfect sword play, her
quick agility and the
uses of her shield as if
it were but a mere
extension of her being,
leave
each
battling
Warrior in awe as they
die before her.
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The battle
was met.

The carnage
was plentiful.

The bodies lay
about as debris
from a storm.

But in the end, only
one was left
standing.

ATHEYTA.
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Atheyta swore to Zeus himself that the Tsoo would pay dearly
for their violations. The Tsoo would face the powerful wrath
of the gods. The Tsoo would taste the blade of Atheyta, and in the
end, there would be no more Tsoo.
With her focus set, Atheyta moved across Talos
Island in search of the Tsoo this night. Every
Tsoo she finds is dealt an agonizing death.
Dozens upon dozens of Tsoo fall.
Soon, the Tsoo start coming to
her, instead of her having to hunt
them. The number of dead Tsoo
grows beyond the Warriors body
count fivefold… then more.
Screams.
Cries of pain.
Cries of horror.

Cries of death.

These are the sounds the Tsoo make as they encounter Atheyta.
In the end, the Tsoo retreat, some by teleportation, some simply
by jumping into the waters of Talos Island, swimming to an
adjacent shore that does not contain the angered goddess.
Finally, there were no Tsoo left to receive her wrath. The only
Tsoo left on Talos this night…were dead Tsoo.
Months from now, the Tsoo and Warriors will both agree in
calling this 'The Night of Blood'.
Finally, atop a hill in Talos, Atheyta
sees a beacon of light piercing the sky.

Maybe those at the
beacon can answer
her questions.

Maybe.
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Interlude 2: And the Past’s Future Shall Come Calling, Part II
It started with being fired from his
position at the university.
It's now continuing (literally) down into
the sewers at the bequest of a mysterious
letter writer called 'The Major'.

Meanwhile, in the
Paragon City sewers…
…Mr. Hamilton
has had a rough day.

When he first received the letter, he
thought it was a prank. But as he read the
letter, he noticed that certain numbers
and times in the letter related to his
constants in his personal Quantum field
functional derivative formula.

“There is no logical way to the
discovery of these elemental laws.
There is only the way of intuition,
which is helped by a feeling for the
order lying behind the appearance.”
Albert Einstein

Ugh…the
stench!

No one should know those numbers but
him. Curiosity piqued, he followed where
the letter (and a set of coordinates) led
him – currently… to the sewers.

What the Hell
have I gotten
myself into?

Good morning, Mr.
Hamilton. I've called to
give you two messages...

I should
just turn
around
and…

Hello??
Who IS this?

WAIT! Is this you,
'Major'? This has gone on
long enough! Now you...
Listen up, Mr. Hamilton. I'll
only say this once. First, as
you get closer to the
coordinates, I'll call you
again.

Second, there
are five of them.
Show them what
you're made of.

*CLICK*
Wha..? Five?? Five of
WHAT!? Hello??

NO!
You listen to me! I'm...
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HELLO!?!

Well, guys,
normally I'm a
charitable person...

Hello.
Oh...Uh, Hello
yourself.
Uhm. Yea.

Yea... much.
*chuckle*

You’re
on our
turf.

...but you see...

Oh. This is
'your' turf.
I see.
Uhm...sure.

Gimme yur
wallet, phone 'n
valuables now,
and we won't
hurt you... much.

…things...

And whenever I've
had a bad day...
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...I've had a
really bad day.

U

…get…

Damn, Man!

…broken!

UHH!!

That’s one down. Alright, who
else wants to fight the guy
having a bad day, hmm?

You're toast,
tough guy!!

Two.

You are so dead,
chump!

Three.

Eat my shotgun
you…HEY! My gun…

Oouhh...Lucky...Punch...

Four.

UGH…*

Five.
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Ok, this is crazy!! I almost got killed
beating down five goons in these sewers!
when I find this 'Major' guy, he's gonna
get a beat down all his own!

My portable GPS
points me to the other
side of this door.

‘If’ I find my
way to him
first.

Hmmmm. That
door there
looks
promising.

No turning back now.
Jeez. Talk about
‘crossing the Rubicon’...

Whoa! The door
just unlocked
itself!

This is not what I expected!
This is an old
underground power
transfer station!
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1930 to ’50 era
equipment.

it’s also been internally
modernized in the last
several years.

And from what I can tell, it’s
inert, yet fully functional.

This coupling
lever has
modern
sensors in it.
It’s even
synched to an
electronic
lock…

Hello
again,
‘Major’!
Look…

Shut up. Go to the
Multi-gauge panel.
Press the button located
up and inside the bottom
right open gage face
recess.

No.

Mr. Hamilton…

For all I know you’re some
lunatic trying to kidnap me.
Personally, I think you’re
testing me for some reason.
Regardless, I see no cause to
continue to play your charade.
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Give me one good
reason why I should
continue to play your
little game?

the fate of our
world’s future rests
in your hands. Does
that suffice?

I swear to you on
my wife’s grave,
there is no evil
intention here.
Only a heroic one.

Uh-huh. I see…

This world needs
your help, Mr.
Hamilton.

Now press the
#$%^& button.

Done.

Thank you,
Mr. Hamilton.
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Now go to the
coupling lever and
more it up one notch.
The electronic Locks
are now disengaged.

The lever’s old and rusty. You may have to
put some elbow grease on it The rest,
well, you know what to do to bring it
online. . I’ll call back. *CLICK*

“Elbow grease”?
Urmph! Who
the hell talks
like that
anymore?
*Grunt*

There we…HUFF…go.
Now, engage primary
switches and…

HELLO AGAIN, MAJOR.

Are the 3phase
indications
in synch?

Yes they are. But why…?

Good. Phase One is complete. How’d
you like to finally meet the ‘pain in
the ass’ at the other end of this phone?

Damn Straight I would!
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Good. Take a right,
go to the end and
climb up the waste
discharge pipe.

You’re kidding, right?
No.

Wait, so why did I
need to bring my
field pack? I
didn’t even use it.

Phases…WHAT phases!?!!

You’ll need your field pack
for phases two through ten.
Quit talking and get
walking. We got work to do
‘poindexter’. *CLICK*

Jeez, why the HELL didn’t I
just stay in bed??

As our sewer-battling engineer contemplates the expectation of an oncoming
aneurysm, he plods to the waste discharge pipe and begins climbing the
disgustingly muck-encrusted ladder. While climbing the ladder, he thinks, “there is
nobody…NOBODY…that would want to trade places with me right now.”
A certain Lithuanian in Galaxy City just might want to take him up on that offer...
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Interlude: Foreign Soil

Galaxy City
A beautiful city zone that makes up
part of the whole that is Paragon City.
An hour ago, waves of meteors rained on this city,
unleashing massive destruction, chaos and death.
‘He’ came to America at the urgent request of someone called
“The Major”. ‘He’ was to meet with him tomorrow at noon.
His hotel was one of the first buildings
flattened by the sky’s storm. He survived,
saving others in the process.
Other local heroes and citizens
scrambled to help evacuate, rescue or
route others to safety.
Villains, on the other hand,
took full advantage of the
chaos and began pillaging.
‘He’ and 12 other heroes
banded together to help.
12 of those heroes
are already dead.
Only ‘He’
remains.
‘He’ is…

Captain Lithuania

As the meteors continue to fall, the captain thinks only about saving the people caught in
this catastrophe…that is, until he spots what’s coming OUT of the fallen meteors…

…To Be Continued!!!
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A LOT has happened in six months!
Worked a job that had me on travel at one location for over 2 months, that, coupled with a presidential election, the Christmas holiday break and to
top it off…the TOTALLY UNEXPECTED SHUTDOWN of Paragon Studios and the Sun setting of City of Heroes!! On 30 November, after midnight,
NCSoft, the parent company that ungraciously and unceremoniously laid off over 80 Paragon Studios employees, also shut down the only online
game I think I’ll ever play to the extent I have. Access to my characters, and the game, is now a foregone conclusion. Add to this that MDU Comics
panels are CREATED with the City of Heroes game, well, this puts me in a HELL of a pickle, personally and professionally.
To state that even in January 2013, I am still reeling from the news and the game’s shutdown, is an understatement. Thousands of players are
depressed, saddened and still in a state of shock themselves. The loss of the game is like losing a friend to a murderer, except in this case, the
parents (NCSoft) decided to kill their kids (City of Heroes, City of Villains, Going Rogue) in front of the whole neighborhood (CoH and Gaming
Community) with all of us watching. As such the CoH community is currently going through some serious trauma. YES, I said it. Trauma. If you
don’t believe the loss of a beloved video game isn’t grounds for trauma, better head back to college and reread those old psychology books.
As such the community has entered the period of the seven stages of grief. Upon finding out about the shutdown, I did what any normal person
would do, go through SHOCK and DENIAL…and GET MAD AS HELL AS NCSOFT!!! After an extensive letter writing campaign and a few calls to
South Korea’s NCSoft Executives, I came to realize my actions were probably making things worse. PAIN and GUILT followed, wherein the loss of
the game also meant the loss of hundreds of my characters which I can no longer access. ANGER and BARGAINING has recently ensued in the
community, and as such, NCSoft has taken a hit in stocks, finances, and has been put to task about WHY they did what they did to CoH. Many
businesses have changed their approach to shutting down games after seeing what happened to this game. DEPRESSION and LONLINESS seems
to be the current stage many in the community are in right now. The remaining stages, ‘UPWARD TURN’, RECONSTRUCTION, ACCEPTANCE and
HOPE are still a ways down the line, however, as it stands Titan Network has engaged Project Z and is starting development on TWO separate
replacement games for CoH and the community. Time will tell if they can beat CoH.
Where does this leave MDU and the New Allied Fighters comic?
In a frenzy of activity, I have created at least 4.5 Gb of screen captures of my heroes and villains, as well as scene cuts for the NEXT SEVERAL
ISSUES of ALLIED FIGHTERS! Even after that, I have a bevy of thousands of other screen shots that could probably stretch out into another 2 or 3
issues worth of content. By then, I’m guessing a replacement game will be out for CoH, and we will be able to move on from there.
Will MDU still coexist in the now-defunct CoH/V Universe?
No, it will not. As I write this, MDU 2.0 is being created. It will divorce itself completely from City of Heroes/Villains and will have its own stand-out
infrastructure, lore, world and more! New factions, organizations, and SGs (and VGs) are being worked on now, with the end result being that
written stories will be coming out about the NEW MDU before the year is out. However, in creating our MDU comics, for screenshots and art, our
current dilemma is that once I’m out of screenshots, I’m out of material. As mentioned earlier, I’m hoping for a replacement game within the next
two years, and with that a new source of art. In the meantime, we have several issues of content that WILL include City of Heroes…for the now.
Is there more to come?

HELL YES!!! This storyline’s just started! We’ve got enough for over a dozen or so more issues, and the BIG storyarc hasn’t even
BEGUN yet…heheehehehehehee. Strap In, boys and girls, we’ve only JUST achieved escape velocity…

NEXT ISSUE:
Major Invader’s plans start to come together, but NOT
before our series storyline “Home Invasion” takes on a
WHOLE new meaning for him!
Also, more new members, more interludes, and don’t miss
Atheyta attempting to get a superhero registration
card…without killing anyone!
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